DOMANDE ORALE

LE AGEVOLAZIONI DEI TRIBUTI LOCALI IN EMERGENZA SANITARIA;
LA POTESTA’ COMUNALE NEL DEFINIRE LE ALIQUOTE DELLA NUOVA
IMU;
GLI AVVISI DI ACCERTAMENTO DEI TRIBUTI LOCALI;
LA TASSAZIONE DEL SERVIZIO DI RACCOLTA RIFIUTI;
TRIBUTI LOCALI COSIDDETTI “MINORI” E FUTURA EVOLUZIONE
DELLA LORO DISCIPLINA;
DEFINIZIONE DI ABITAZIONE PRINCIPALE E ASSIMILAZIONI NELLA
DISCIPLINA DELLA NUOVA IMU;
ACCESSO DOCUMENTALE AI SENSI DEL D.LGS. 241/1990;
ACCESSO GENERALIZZATO;
ACCESSO CIVICO

INFORMATICA
L’OPERAZIONE DI BACKUP CONSENTE DI?
CHE COS’E’ L’HARDWARE?
QUANDO SI APRE UN DOCUMENTO IN EXCEL E LO SI VUOLE SALVARE
SOSTITUENDO LA VERSIONE PRECEDENTE E’ POSSIBILE UTILIZZARE
IL COMANDO?

LINGUA INGLESE
ANSA – ROME, JUN 23
Doctors at the Siena Hospital treading Alex Zanardi said Tuesday that the
paralympic champion’s condition remains stable after his fourth night in intensive
care following a road accident on his handbike last week. Although this seen as an
encouraging sign, doctors have postponed a decision about gradually brinding the
53 –years –old out of a medically induced coma. The four-time Paralympic

champion and former Formula One driver suffered serious head injuries in
Friday’s collision with a lorry.
HEMINGWAY – A farewell to arms
We had a fine life. We lived throught the months of January and February and the
winter was very fine and we were happy. There had been short thaws when the
wind blew warm and the snow softened and the air felt like spring, but always the
clear hard cold had come again and the winter had returned. In March came the
first break in the winter. In the night it started raining. It rained on all the morning
and turned the snow to slush and make the mountain-side dismal.
MARK TWAIN – The adventures of Huckleberry Finn
The adventures of Huckleberry Finn is the story of a boy who never gave in fully
to anybody’s discipline. Huck in instinctive, wild and ready to lie, to use profanity
and even to steal. His inner world is full of spiritual presence and meaning, which
he conveys by natural signs and preternatural omens and taboons. When, for
example, he hears about Aladdin’s magic lamp, he seriously tries to rouse a geine
himself. He has been adopted by the by the Widow Douglas, washed, dressed in
clean clothes and sent to school, but he is not happy.
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